Vagal neurons and pathways to the rat's lower viscera: an electrophysiological study.
The vagal pathways to the rat's pancreas are anatomically difficult to describe. A stimulation/recording technique has been used on various segments of the vagus to trace vagal pathways to the lower viscera, and a microelectrode recording technique to locate vagal neurons of origin in the brain stem's dorsal motor nucleus (DMX). The two main pathways (right cervical vagus to dorsal celiac branch and left cervical vagus to ventral celiac branch) are supplemented by two accessory ones where each cervical vagus gives some fibers to its contralateral homologue at the diaphragmatic level. These pathways consist almost exclusively of C-fibers. Neurons of origin of the dorsal vagal trunk fibers have been identified by the collision test and occupy the caudal half of the DMX; those of the dorsal celiac branch fibers originate from the medial part of that area.